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• This talk reviews the experimental searches for new 
physics through the extensive studies of:  

• charged lepton flavor violation (cLFV) of muons,*   

• electric dipole moments (EDM),  

• and magnetic dipole moments (g-2)

* cLFV of taus are not discussed.



What are  
cLFV and EDM ?
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We know LF & CP are violated: so this should occur!

γ

CP Violation (CPV) or LFV

e.g. μEDM or μ→eγ



…but practically  
no cLFV or EDM in SM
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TeV scale new physics  
help them occur !

μ e

SUSY

LFV via GUT or seesaw

We can probably observe them!
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 Electron EDM 

CP Violation in the SM  
(a phase in the CKM matrix) 

predicts extremely small EDM

A new source of CPV must exist for the birth of our Universe! 



cLFV & EDM

• Definite evidence of new physics if discovered 

• can probe very early stages of Universe  
(matter-antimatter asymmetry, GUT, seesaw)  

• A complementary and similar (or better) sensitivity to 
new physics than the LHC experiments

How could New Physics have hidden herself  
without leaving any trace anywhere?



There is a >3σ evidence!
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FIG. 9: Comparison of aµ from theory and experiment [2].

measurements at KLOE, BaBar and Belle together with the more precise determination of

R below 4-5 GeV from CLEO-c and BES-III. Experiments will start soon at VEPP-2000

now commissioning, which is a VEPP-2M upgrade up to
�

s=2 GeV with Lmax = 1032

cm�2s�1 [34]. We can estimate that by 2012 the accuracy of ahad,LO
µ will be improved from

4.0 · 10�10 by a factor of about 2 and the total error of 3.3 · 10�10 will be limited by the LBL

term (2.6 · 10�10).

Let us hope that progress of theory will allow a calculation of ahad
µ from first principles

(QCD, Lattice). One can mention here a new approach in the QCD instanton model [35] or

calculations on the lattice [36].

In conclusion, it should be emphasized once again that BNL success stimulated significant

progress of e+e� experiments and related theory. Improvement of e+e� data led to substan-

tial decrease of the ahad,LO
µ uncertainty. For the first time the accuracy of the theoretical

prediction is better than that of the experimental measurement. Future experiments as well

as development of theory should clarify whether the observed di�erence between aexp
µ and

29

> 3σ

muon’s anomalous magnetic moment gμ-2
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muon (g-2) anomaly

Given that both ‘i ! ‘j! and !a" ! "g" # gSM" $=2 are
generated by dipole operators, it is natural to establish a
link between them. To this purpose, we recall the dominant
contribution to !a" is also provided by the chargino
exchange and can be written as

 !a" ! # #2
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with gc2"x; y$ defined as fc2"x; y$ in terms of

 gc2"a$ !
"3# 4a% a2 % 2 loga$

"a# 1$3 : (18)

It is then straightforward to deduce the relation
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To understand the relative size of the correlation, in the
limit of degenerate SUSY spectrum we get
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A more detailed analysis of the stringent correlation be-

tween the ‘i ! ‘j! transitions and !a" in our scenario is
illustrated in Fig. 6. Since the loop functions for the two
processes are not identical, the correlation is not exactly a
line; however, it is clear that the two observables are
closely connected. We stress that the numerical results
shown in Fig. 6 have been obtained using the exact for-
mulas reported in Ref. [41] for the supersymmetric con-
tributions to both B"‘i ! ‘j!$ and !a" (the simplified
results in the mass-insertion approximations in Eqs. (15)–
(19) have been shown only for the sake of clarity). The
inner dark-gray (red) areas are the regions where the
B-physics constraints are fulfilled. In our scenario the
B-physics constraints put a lower bound on MH and there-
fore, through the funnel-region relation, also on M1;2 (see
Figs. 3 and 4). As a result, the allowed ranges for !a" and
B"‘i ! ‘j!$ are correspondingly lowered. A complemen-
tary illustration of the interplay of B-physics observables,
dark-matter constraints, !a", and LFV rates—within our
scenario—is shown in Fig. 7.9

The normalization j'12
LLj ! 10#4 used in Figs. 6 and 7

corresponds to the central value in Eq. (14) for c& ! 1 and
M&R

! 1012 GeV. This normalization can be regarded as a
rather natural (or even pessimistic) choice.10 As can be

FIG. 6 (color online). Expectations for B"" ! e!$ and B"( ! "!$ vs !a" ! "g" # gSM" $=2, assuming j'12
LLj ! 10#4 and j'23

LLj !
10#2. The plots have been obtained employing the following ranges: 300 GeV * M~‘ * 600 GeV, 200 GeV * M2 * 1000 GeV,
500 GeV * " * 1000 GeV, 10 * tan% * 50, and setting AU ! #1 TeV, M~q ! 1:5 TeV. Moreover, the GUT relations M2 ' 2M1

and M3 ' 6M1 are assumed. The inner (red) areas correspond to points within the funnel region which satisfy the B-physics
constraints listed in Sec. III B [B"Bs ! "%"#$< 8& 10#8, 1:01<RBs! < 1:24, 0:8<RB(& < 0:9, !MBs

! 17:35+ 0:25 ps#1].

9For comparison, a detailed study of LFV transitions imposing
dark-matter constraints—within the constrained MSSM with
right-handed neutrinos—can be found in Ref. [42].

10For M&R
, 1012 GeV other sources of LFV, such as the

quark-induced terms in grand unified theories cannot be ne-
glected [43]. As a result, in many realistic scenarios it is not
easy to suppress LFV entries in the slepton mass matrices below
the 10#4 level [38].

FLAVOR PHYSICS AT LARGE TAN % WITH A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 75, 115019 (2007)

115019-9

G.Isidori et al. PRD75, 115019

There is a generic relation 
with BR(μ→eγ) : 

|δ LL
12 |= 10−4

|δ LL
12 |= 10−4 assumed here

60 T. Mori, W. Ootani / Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics 79 (2014) 57–94

Fig. 3. A correlation between the branching ratio B(µ ! e� ) and the deviation of (gµ � 2), �aµ , assuming |�12
LL | = 10�4. The observed deviation

corresponds to B(µ ! e� ) ⇠ O(10�12). The red area indicates the region where B-physics constraints are satisfied. The upper limit on B(µ ! e� ) [7]
and the observed �aµ [16,17] are depicted in the original figure from [18]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

and the other is a measurement of the Lamb shift of muonic hydrogen [15], the so-called ‘‘proton radius puzzle’’. The former
result seems to fit in well with expectations of TeV-scale new physics such as supersymmetry, while an interpretation of
the latter is still controversial and thus is not discussed here.

The present discrepancy between experiment and theory for aµ is about 3.6 � which is interesting but still not conclu-
sive [19]:

aexpµ = 116592089 ± 63 ⇥ 10�11, (2)

aSMµ = 116591802 ± 49 ⇥ 10�11, (3)

�aµ ⌘ aexpµ � aSMµ = 287 ± 63 ± 49 ⇥ 10�11, (4)

where the theory errors are dominated by the leading-order hadronic vacuum polarisation contribution and the hadronic
light-by-light scattering contribution and the experimental errors are still statistics dominant.

Both theoretical and experimental efforts to reduce the uncertainties and verify the discrepancy are underway. A new
experiment (E989) aiming at reducing the uncertainty by a factor of 4 is being prepared at Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory (Fermilab), USA. It uses the same ‘‘magicmuonmomentum’’ technique to eliminate the electric field components
with the same 15 m diameter superconducting ring magnet as the previous experiment (E821) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) which obtained the above result (2). E989 is scheduled to start data taking in 2016. In the mean time the
theoretical uncertainty is also expected to improve by a factor of 2. R&D for amore challenging experiment (J-PARC g-2/EDM)
that uses a novel ultra-cold muon beam is ongoing at Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC), Japan. This
experiment intends to verify the discrepancy with a similar precision to E989 but with different experimental systematics.
It also aims at measuring the electric dipole moment (EDM) of muon with a precision of 10�20 e·cm.

The discrepancymight be due to additional loop contributions arising from some new physics, such as shown in Fig. 1(b)
but without flavour violation. Whatever new physics might lie behind the deviation, it should also contribute to the
amplitude of the cLFV processµ ! e� if cLFV couplings exist. For example, in a supersymmetric model discussed by Isidori
et al. [18], the branching ratio of µ ! e� is related to �aµ in the following form with an unknown overall normalisation
associated with cLFV couplings |�12

LL |:

B(µ ! e� ) ⇡ 10�4
✓

�aµ

200 ⇥ 10�11

◆2

|�12
LL |2. (5)

This relation between B(µ ! e� ) and �aµ is rather generic, not much dependent on new physics models. It is illustrated
in Fig. 3, where a naturally expected level of cLFV for GUT/seesawmodels, |�12

LL | = 10�4, is assumed [18]. In fact much of the
region consistent with this value was already excluded by the MEG experiment [7] as indicated in the Figure. Ongoing and

unknown cLFV constant
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LL | = 10�4. The observed deviation

corresponds to B(µ ! e� ) ⇠ O(10�12). The red area indicates the region where B-physics constraints are satisfied. The upper limit on B(µ ! e� ) [7]
and the observed �aµ [16,17] are depicted in the original figure from [18]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

and the other is a measurement of the Lamb shift of muonic hydrogen [15], the so-called ‘‘proton radius puzzle’’. The former
result seems to fit in well with expectations of TeV-scale new physics such as supersymmetry, while an interpretation of
the latter is still controversial and thus is not discussed here.

The present discrepancy between experiment and theory for aµ is about 3.6 � which is interesting but still not conclu-
sive [19]:

aexpµ = 116592089 ± 63 ⇥ 10�11, (2)

aSMµ = 116591802 ± 49 ⇥ 10�11, (3)

�aµ ⌘ aexpµ � aSMµ = 287 ± 63 ± 49 ⇥ 10�11, (4)

where the theory errors are dominated by the leading-order hadronic vacuum polarisation contribution and the hadronic
light-by-light scattering contribution and the experimental errors are still statistics dominant.

Both theoretical and experimental efforts to reduce the uncertainties and verify the discrepancy are underway. A new
experiment (E989) aiming at reducing the uncertainty by a factor of 4 is being prepared at Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory (Fermilab), USA. It uses the same ‘‘magicmuonmomentum’’ technique to eliminate the electric field components
with the same 15 m diameter superconducting ring magnet as the previous experiment (E821) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) which obtained the above result (2). E989 is scheduled to start data taking in 2016. In the mean time the
theoretical uncertainty is also expected to improve by a factor of 2. R&D for amore challenging experiment (J-PARC g-2/EDM)
that uses a novel ultra-cold muon beam is ongoing at Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC), Japan. This
experiment intends to verify the discrepancy with a similar precision to E989 but with different experimental systematics.
It also aims at measuring the electric dipole moment (EDM) of muon with a precision of 10�20 e·cm.

The discrepancymight be due to additional loop contributions arising from some new physics, such as shown in Fig. 1(b)
but without flavour violation. Whatever new physics might lie behind the deviation, it should also contribute to the
amplitude of the cLFV processµ ! e� if cLFV couplings exist. For example, in a supersymmetric model discussed by Isidori
et al. [18], the branching ratio of µ ! e� is related to �aµ in the following form with an unknown overall normalisation
associated with cLFV couplings |�12
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This relation between B(µ ! e� ) and �aµ is rather generic, not much dependent on new physics models. It is illustrated
in Fig. 3, where a naturally expected level of cLFV for GUT/seesawmodels, |�12

LL | = 10�4, is assumed [18]. In fact much of the
region consistent with this value was already excluded by the MEG experiment [7] as indicated in the Figure. Ongoing and
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New FNAL gμ-2 Experiment

Mark%Lancaster%:%Lepton%Moments%:%Jul%2014%FNAL%g;2%Experiment%%

Storage ring at BNL!

:%7%

Mark%Lancaster%:%Lepton%Moments%:%Jul%2014%FNAL%g;2%Experiment%%

1st challenges have been overcome : the 2nd!

:%16%

[54 (stat.)� 33 (syst.)� 11 (stat.)� 11 (syst.)]� 10�11

0.54 ppm� 0.14 ppm
4x precision

Mark%Lancaster%:%Lepton%Moments%:%Jul%2014%FNAL%g;2%Experiment%%

Timeline!

:%46%

FY19FY18FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17

g;2%Cryo%Plant%(AIP)%
Ring%Assembly%

Shim%Field%
Prep%Chambers/Install%

Construct/Install%Sub;systems%/%Detectors%
Accelerator%ModificaHons%

Ring&cold&ready&for&operaXons&

Experiment&ready&for&operaXons&
Accelerator&ready&for&operaXons&

Ring%Cold%
Detector/DAQ%
Commission%

Beam%
Tune;up%

Physics%ProducHon%Running%

Analysis%Tools%Development%
Mock%Data%

2nd%Results%

172&x&BNL&staXsXcs&
~5710&x&BNL&
Final%Results%

1st%Results%

Need improvements in  
theoretical prediction:  
hadronic vacuum polarization 
expected to improve by x2



Future	  improvements	  for	  aμHVP:

• Most	  important	  2π:	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  close	  to	  threshold	  important;	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  possible	  info	  also	  from	  space-‐like	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  better	  and	  more	  data	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  understand	  discrepancy	  between	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  sets,	  especially	  `BaBar	  puzzle’	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  -‐	  	  possibility	  of	  direct	  scan	  &	  ISR	  in	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  the	  same	  experiment(s)	  

• √s	  >	  1.4	  GeV:	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  higher	  energies	  will	  improve	  with	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  input	  from	  SND,	  CMD-‐3,	  BESIII,	  BaBar	  

• With	  channels	  more	  complete,	  test/
replace	  iso-‐spin	  corrections	  

• Very	  good	  prospects	  to	  significantly	  
squeeze	  the	  dominant	  HLO	  error!	  

Pie	  diagrams	  from	  HLMNT	  11:

Can	  expect	  significant	  improvements:	  	  

•2π:	  error	  down	  by	  about	  30-‐50%	  
•subleading	  channels:	  by	  factor	  2-‐3	  
•√s	  >	  2	  GeV:	  by	  about	  a	  factor	  2

aµ
had,LO VP

Δα(5)
had (M 2

Z)

value (error)2

mπ

0.6

0.9

1.4
2 ∞

rad.
mπ 0.6

0.91.4
2

∞

mπ 0.6
0.9

1.4
2

4

11

∞
rad.

mπ 0.6
0.9
1.4

2

4
11
∞

  ➔	  I	  believe	  we	  can	  half	  the	  HVP	  error	  in	  time	  for	  the	  new	  g-‐2

T. Teubner @Lepton Moments 2014
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Resonant	  Laser	  Ionization	  of	  Muonium	  (106	  µ+/s)

Graphite	  target	  
	  (20	  mm)

3	  GeV	  proton	  beam	  
	  (	  333	  uA)

Surface	  muon	  beam	  	  
(28	  MeV/c,	  4x108/s)

Muonium	  Production	  	  
(300	  K	  ~	  25	  meV⇒2.3	  keV/c)

New Muon g-2/EDM Experiment at 
 J-PARC with Ultra-Cold Muon Beam 

Surface muon

Ultra Cold µ+ Source

Muon LINAC (300 MeV/c)
Muon  

storage

Silicon	  
Tracker

66	  cm

Super	  Precision	  Storage	  Magnet	  
(3T,	  ~1ppm	  local	  precision)

1. 	  Ultra-‐cold	  μ+	  beam	  is	  injected	  to	  storage	  magnet.	  
2. 	  Pulse	  kicker	  stops	  muons	  in	  storage	  area	  
3. 	  Positron	  tracker	  measures	  e+	  from	  μ+àe+νν	  decay	  for	  the	  

period	  of	  33μs（5	  x	  lifetime）
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Status of J-PARC muon g-2/
EDM expriment

• Efficient muonium production target was 
developed 

• 10 times more yield than before 

• Preparation of Mu- acceleration test  

• using J-PARC LINAC RFQ around 2015 

• Muon storage magnet design being finalized 

• 1ppm local uniformity 

• verified in Muon Hyper-fine experiment in 
2015 at J-PARC

J-‐PARC	  proton	  RFQ

http://ptep.oxfordjournals.org/content/2014/9/091C01.full?
sid=d0dc7d4c-5362-4016-8d2d-bbb168980010

Laser-ablated silica 
aerogel in vacuum

http://ptep.oxfordjournals.org/content/2014/9/091C01.full?sid=d0dc7d4c-5362-4016-8d2d-bbb168980010


muon	  EDM	  experimental	  reach

target	  sensitivity	  
10-‐21	  e	  cm

linear

 scaled electron EDM limit

Standard	  model	  <	  10-‐36	  ecm

excluded (90%CL) by BNL [2008]

quadratic

cubic

general	  dipole	  op.	  
estimated	  from	  Δaμ

reflection	  to	  g-‐2

J-‐PARC	  E34	  
FNAL	  E989

15

Main	  motivation	  driven	  by	  g-‐2	  anomaly	  (from	  BNL	  E821).	  
à The	  g-‐2	  anomaly	  	  should	  be	  checked	  as	  well	  as	  EDM	  search

N. Saito
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due to the knowledge of me/mp and the correlation with the bound-electron g-factor
are discussed in Sec. 4. Sec. 5 summarizes our findings.

2 Sensitivity of ae to new physics

The final results of the Fermilab E821 experiment sets the scale of the aµ anomaly. It
amounts to a shift with respect to the Standard Model (SM) prediction of [6]

�aµ = aEXP
µ � aSM

µ = 2.90 (90)⇥ 10�9 , (1)

corresponding to a 3.5 � discrepancy. If the anomaly is due to new physics, we can
always parametrize such NP e↵ects as follows,

|�aµ| =
m2

µ

⇤2
µ

, (2)

where the NP scale ⇤µ encodes possible loop factors, loop functions and couplings of
new particles to the muon. As a result, the central value of Eq. (1) can be accommo-
dated for ⇤µ ⇡ 2 TeV. Defining the NP e↵ects for the electron g � 2 analogously to
Eq. 2, it turns out that ����

�ae
�aµ

���� =
m2

e

m2
µ

⇤2
µ

⇤2
e

. (3)

The case where ⇤µ ⌘ ⇤e is referred to as “naive scaling” (NS) [5]. Assuming NS, the aµ
anomaly could be tested in the electron sector once the experiments reach a precision
of

�ae = 2.9⇥ 10�9 ⇥
✓
me

mµ

◆2

= 6.8⇥ 10�14 (0.06 ppb) . (4)

However, in concrete examples of new physics theories, NS is violated and larger e↵ects
in ae might be expected. For instance, in supersymmetric theories with non degenerate
slepton masses mẽ 6= mµ̃, we can identify ⇤µ ⌘ mµ̃ and ⇤e ⌘ mẽ and �ae can even
saturate the current experimental bound �ae ⇡ 10�12 [5].

The Harvard measurement of ae with cylindrical Penning trap achieved a 0.24 ppb
accuracy, i.e. a factor of four larger than the precision needed to see the NS e↵ect.
This measurement (aexpe ) would already be able to constrain specific models that break
NS and enhance the new physics contributions in ae with respect to aµ. However,
the measurement becomes quite marginal once we diagonalize the correlation matrix
between aexpe (which is commonly used to extract ↵) and its theory expectation aSMe .
This is due to the fact that aSMe is ↵/2⇡ at leading order and, hence, it is highly
dependent on ↵. Following [5], if we resort to a fully independent determination of ↵
based on cold atom techniques, the accuracy on the theory prediction for ae (aSMe ) is
worsened to 0.66 ppb. Fig. 1 summarizes the results above plotting the new physics
scale ⇤µ versus ⇤e. The red horizontal line indicates the best fit of ⇤µ from the muon
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can be predicted,"
(saturates the current limit, 0.24 ppb)

relative precision

Present: Δae/ae = 0.24 ppb

PRA 89, 52118 (2014)

New me measurement 8x10-11 (Nature 506, 467 (2014)) important

X 4 only !
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Technique to measure EDM

μB

dE

• precesses with Larmor freq 

• additional precession 

• flip E and measure the difference

B E



EDM of dipolar molecules
• Easier to polarize molecules than 

atoms 

• Enhances effective E field seen by 
the unpaired electron by a factor up 
to 105 (~84GV/cm for ThO*) 

• Look for interferometer phase shift of 
the two spin states (hyperfine levels 
of the ground state) when E reversed 

• “Schiff shielding” strongly violated by 
relativistic effects especially in heavy 
atoms

Eef
f

Eext
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Improved measurement of the shape of the electron
J. J. Hudson1, D. M. Kara1, I. J. Smallman1, B. E. Sauer1, M. R. Tarbutt1 & E. A. Hinds1

The electron is predicted to be slightly aspheric1, with a distortion
characterized by the electric dipole moment (EDM), de. No experi-
ment has ever detected this deviation. The standard model of
particle physics predicts that de is far too small to detect2, being
some eleven orders of magnitude smaller than the current experi-
mental sensitivity. However, many extensions to the standard
model naturally predict much larger values of de that should be
detectable3. This makes the search for the electron EDM a powerful
way to search for new physics and constrain the possible exten-
sions. In particular, the popular idea that new supersymmetric
particles may exist at masses of a few hundred GeV/c2 (where c is
the speed of light) is difficult to reconcile with the absence of an
electron EDM at the present limit of sensitivity2,4. The size of the
EDM is also intimately related to the question of why the Universe
has so little antimatter. If the reason is that some undiscovered
particle interaction5 breaks the symmetry betweenmatter and anti-
matter, this should result in a measurable EDM in most models of
particle physics2. Here we use cold polar molecules to measure the
electron EDM at the highest level of precision reported so far,
providing a constraint on any possible new interactions.We obtain
de5 (22.46 5.7stat6 1.5syst)3 10228e cm,where e is the charge on
the electron, which sets a newupper limit of jdej, 10.53 10228e cm
with 90 per cent confidence. This result, consistent with zero,
indicates that the electron is spherical at this improved level of
precision. Our measurement of atto-electronvolt energy shifts in
a molecule probes new physics at the tera-electronvolt energy
scale2.
Just as a magnetic dipole moment m in a magnetic field B has an

energy2m ?B, an electric dipolemoment d in an electric field E has an
energy2d ? E in the non-relativistic limit. A permanent EDM of the
electron must lie along its spin6, s, that is, d5 des, making the elec-
tron’s energy dependonwhether the spin is parallel or antiparallel toE.
In an atom or molecule with an unpaired valence electron, the inter-
action of the electron EDM with an applied electric field results in an
energy difference between two states that differ only in their spin
orientation. This energy difference is proportional to de and changes
sign when the direction of the field is reversed. A sensitive method of
measuring this energy difference is to align the spin perpendicular to
the field and measure its precession rate, which is proportional to the
energy difference. An alternative description of the method is in terms
of an interferometer. There is quantum interference between the two
spin states, and the EDM appears as an interferometer phase shift that
changes sign when the electric field is reversed.
To improve on the previous limit7 we developed a technique using

the dipolar molecule YbF (ref. 8) instead of the spherical Tl atom. This
has two great advantages. First, at our modest operating field the
interaction energy9–15 of YbF due to de is 220 times larger than that
obtained using Tl in a much larger field7. Second, the motional mag-
netic field, a source of systematic error that plagued the Tl experiment,
has a negligible effect on YbF (ref. 8). Because of these advantages, it is
possible to improve on theTl experiment by usingYbFmolecules, even
though the molecules are produced in much smaller numbers. A
number of other EDM measurements, based on electron spin preces-
sion in atoms, molecules, molecular ions or solids, are in progress4.

Figure 1 shows the interferometer apparatus16. Pulses of YbF mol-
ecules are emitted by the source17. The experiment uses those mole-
cules in the F5 0 and F5 1 hyperfine levels of the ground state. The
molecules pass through a first fluorescence detector, the pump
detector, which simultaneously measures and empties out the F5 1
population. Then they enter a pair of electric field plates, between
which are static electric and magnetic fields E, Bð Þẑ, where ẑ is the
unit vector in the z direction (Fig. 1). This region is magnetically
shielded. A radio-frequency (r.f.) pulse is applied to transfer molecules
from jF,mFæ5 j0, 0æ to the state 1ffiffi

2
p 1, z1j iz 1, {1j ið Þ, where mF is

the component of the total angularmomentum,F, along the z-axis.The
molecules then evolve freely for a time T, during which the mF561
components develop a phase difference of 2w5 2(mBB2 deEeff)T/B,
where mB is the Bohr magneton. This is due to the Zeeman shift
1mBBmF (ref. 18) and to the EDM shift expressed by the effective
interaction 2deEeffmF (see Methods). A second r.f. pulse is then
applied, resulting in a final F5 0 population proportional to cos2w,
which the second fluorescence detector subsequently measures. For
every pulse of molecules, the time-resolved signals from the pump
and probe detectors are recorded; an example probe signal is shown
in Fig. 2.
Scanning the phase difference via the magnetic field generates an

interference curve, shown in Fig. 3. Reversal of the applied electric field
produces a small phase shift dw5 2deEeffT/B, leading to a change in the
detector count of dI5 (dI/dw)dw. This is maximized by operating the
interferometer at B5613.6 nT, which corresponds to w56p/4, the
steepest points on either side of the central fringe (Fig. 3). The intensity
change is opposite on the two sides of the fringe because the slopes are
opposite. Thus the EDM signal dI is the part of the fluorescence count
that is correlated with the sign of E?B. We calibrate the slope dI/dw by
making a step dB561.7 nT inmagnetic-fieldmagnitude, and this too
is done on each side of the central fringe. In addition to E, B and dB,
several other parameters are switched in the experiment. The laser
frequency is stepped by6340 kHz, the frequencies of the two r.f. pulses
(nrf1 and nrf2) are independently stepped by61.5 kHz, their amplitudes
(arf1 and arf2) are independently stepped by 65%, and the phase dif-
ference (Wrf) between them is stepped around a randomly chosen
value, w0, by 6p/2. A computer places the machine in a new switch
state before every beam pulse. The measurements are grouped into
‘blocks’ of 4,096 beam pulses, over which all 512 combinations of
switch states are covered equally. Error signals, derived from each

1Centre for Cold Matter, Blackett Laboratory, Imperial College London, Prince Consort Road, London SW7 2AZ, UK.
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Figure 1 | Schematic diagram of the pulsed molecular beam apparatus.
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|de| < 10.5⇥ 10�28ecm

(90% C.L.)

F=1, m=±1

F=0 → 1

2φ=2(μBB-deE)t

F=1 → 0 counts 
~cos2φ

YbF ICL, 2011

electrically neutral and thus do not move in response to the electric field, but their energy levels still
shift due to the EDM. In order to observe such a shift in the laboratory, the electron inside the atom

must experience an electric field of more than 106 V cm–1. Such fields are not easily obtained, because
when an electric field is applied to an atom, the electrons inside it respond by shifting their position
relative to the nucleus, thereby cancelling out most of the field inside the atom. Relativistic effects keep
the cancellation from being perfect, though, and in very heavy atoms, where the electrons move at
speeds close to the speed of light, there can even be an enhancement of the applied field.

For this reason, the most accurate measurements of the electron EDM performed to date have used
thallium atoms. Thallium, with an atomic mass of 205, has a field-enhancement factor of 585 – that is,
the field experienced by the electrons inside thallium atoms is 585 times greater than the field applied
in the lab. In a series of experiments in the early 2000s, researchers in Eugene Commins' group at the
University of California, Berkeley, first sent a beam of thallium atoms into a modest magnetic field.
The presence of the field established a preferred axis for the electron spin, and thus the electron EDM
(which must point along the same axis as the spin). They then applied an electric field of up to

1.23 × 105 V cm–1 along the same axis and looked for signs of a shift in the atomic energy levels that
might be caused by an EDM.

To maximize their sensitivity to an EDM-generated shift, the Berkeley group used an interferometric
technique similar to that used in atomic clocks, involving quantum-mechanical interference between
two states of the same atom (see "Interferometric detection of an EDM shift"). The researchers looked
for a shift in the interference pattern that depended on the applied electric field, and repeated the
experiment with numerous combinations of electric and magnetic fields. Putting together 44 datasets,
each consisting of measurements under 128 different conditions, they found that the electron EDM, if

it exists, must be smaller than 1.6 × 10–27 e cm.

Interferometric detection of an EDM shift

From atoms to molecules

Nature 473 (2011) 493 



• a pioneering work of the new method, though a 
modest 1.5× improvement over the previous Tl 
experiment 

• still statistically limited  

• ×10 improvement within a few years;  
×100 expected eventually  

• several groups working

an excerpt from my review talk at EPS 2011 



• a pioneering work of the new method, though a 
modest 1.5× improvement over the previous Tl 
experiment 

• still statistically limited  

• ×10 improvement within a few years;  
×100 expected eventually  

• several groups working

an excerpt from my review talk at EPS 2011 

YES !



|de| < 8.7x10-29 e cm (90% C.L.)
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• a pioneering work of the new method, though a 
modest 1.5× improvement over the previous Tl 
experiment 

• still statistically limited  

• ×10 improvement within a few years;  
×100 expected eventually  

• several groups working

an excerpt from my review talk at EPS 2011 

Very hopeful
many improvements foreseen: 

molecule beam, spin state 
preparation, etc

+ updates



Neutron EDM projects

Operating: 
PNPI, ILL@ILL  
(result 2013/14, upgrading) 
nEDM@PSI 
(2017 upgrade to n2EDM) 

R&D and construction 
cryoEDM@ILL 
@RCNP/TRIUMF 
@FRM-2 
@SNS 
@PNPI 
@LANL

Possible future projects 
@J-PARC 
@PIK 
@ESS

N
ew

 physics

(Essentially all of them aiming at 1-2 orders of magnitude improvement)



UCN sources 
[some belong to specific experiments]

Operating: 
ILL PF-2 (turbine) 

LANL (sD2) 
PSI (sD2) 
TRIGA Mainz (sD2) 

RCNP (SF-He) 
ILL SUN (SF-He) 
[ILL: GRANIT, cryoEDM] 
[NIST: lifetime]

R&D and construction 
ILL SuperSUN 
TRIUMF/RCNP 
PNPI WWR-M 
NCSU PULSTAR 
FRM-2 
SNS-EDM

Possible projects 
J-PARC 
PIK 
ESS



neutron EDM - Prospects

• Sensitivity is expected to improve  

• by a factor of 5 in a couple of years 

• by two orders of magnitude within the 
next decade

an excerpt from my review talk at EPS 2011 



neutron EDM - Prospects

• Sensitivity is expected to improve  

• by a factor of 5 in a couple of years 

• by two orders of magnitude within the 
next decade

an excerpt from my review talk at EPS 2011 

Perhaps I meant ~5 years here



Neutron EDM Status & Prospects

Presently ~3 UCN sources worldwide (ILL, LANL, PSI, etc) in 
a user mode  (state of the art is still below 100 cm-3 in 
reasonable volumes; potential improvements up to 1000 cm-3) 
Around 5-10 more projects and ideas for improved sources, 
some of which aim at the order of 10’000 cm-3  
2 nEDM experiments are taking data, 5 or more may come 
online in the next 5 years 

nEDM@PSI may hopefully deliver an improved result in 
2016? if things go well.  

These are complex installations and difficult experiments – 
experience tells us that they need time.  
Some efforts may join forces in the future. 

Updated



High Intensity Proton accelerator & UCN Source 
at the Paul Scherrer Institut

UCN-Source  
- 1st test: 12/2010  
- Safety approval: 06/2011 
- UCN start 08/2011 
- Improvements in cryo-system  
  during winter shutdown 11/12 
- Reliable performance 2012 
- UCN to nEDM 2012; 2013 
  -> intensity 90 times over 2010 
  -> ctd. improvements

nEDM

590 MeV Proton Cyclotron 
2.2 .. 2.4 mA Beam Current 
(“performance improving consolidation”)

~1% duty factor

Excellent performance of HIPA 
and regular beam delivery to  
UCN during many weeks in 2012, 2013

Klaus Kirch

Solid D2



Features of nEDM@PSI

Hg-199 co-magnetometer  
improved S/N by factor >4 
laser read-out proven, being implemented 

CsM array 
16  scalar sensors in operation (6 HV)  
 vector CsM proven 

B-field  
homogeneity (T2~1000s)  
reproducibility (~50pT), after degaussing 

(~200pT) 
Simultaneous spin analysis 
Known systematics well under control 
down to ~2 x 10-27 ecm

Klaus Kirch



•8.9	  Å	  cold	  neutrons	  get	  
	  down-‐scattered	  in	  superfluid	  4He	  
	  by	  exciting	  elementary	  excitation	  
•Up-‐scattering	  process	  is	  	  

	  suppressed	  by	  a	  large	  Boltzman	  	  
	  factor	  	  
•No	  nuclear	  absorption	  

	  

R.Golub	  and	  J.M.Pendlebury,	  Phys.Lett.A	  62,337,(77)

Superthermal	  Production	  of	  UCN

• Expect	  a	  production	  of	  ~	  0.2-‐0.3	  UCN/cc/s	  
• With	  a	  500	  second	  lifetime,	  ρUCN~100-‐150/cc	  and	  NUCN~3-‐4x105	  for	  each	  

of	  the	  two	  3	  liter	  cells	  

Cryogenic EDM

nEDM@SNS, Steven Clayton



Charged Lepton Flavor Violation 
(cLFV) 

in Muons



Muon cLFV 
Sensitivity comparisons

Bernstein & Cooper Year

Br
an
ch
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g 
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L

μ e

γ

μ e

γ, Z

q q

μ e

γ, Z

e e

XXVI Lepton Photon June 2013, Satoshi MIHARA

µ ! e� µ ! 3eµN ! eN

1 : :1/390

for Al target

1/170

BR = 4×10-14 : 1×10-16 : 2×10-16 

“dipole” 
dominant

(SUSY etc)

~MEG II goal
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CLFV, Lecce, 2013mu2e conversion at FNALDavid Brown,  Lawrence Berkeley National Lab

μ→e Conversion

4

• ‘Dipole’ terms
• i.e. SUSY

• Also mediates μ→eγ

• ‘Contact’ terms
• Direct coupling between 

quarks and leptons

• Only accessible by 
μN→eN

• Effective Lagrangian
• contact κ, mass scale Λ

µ eχ̃0

q q
γ

µ̃
ẽ

µN ! eN

Some models have “four-fermion” terms  
which strongly enhance

µ ! 3e



MEG 国際共同実験

LXe Gamma-ray Detector

Drift Chamber

Timing Counter

COBRA SC Magnet

　DC Muon Beam

γ

ee++

μ

The MEG Experiment

~60 collaborators



1.3MW Proton Cyclotron at PSI

Provides world’s most powerful DC muon beam  > 108/sec

The Unique Place for μ→eγ Search



COBRA compensation coils

COBRA Positron Spectrometer

• thin-walled SC solenoid with 
a gradient magnetic field:  
1.27 - 0.49 Tesla

Gradient B field helps to manage high rate e+



• Scintillation light from 900 liter 
liquid xenon is detected by 
846 PMTs mounted on all 
surfaces and submerged in 
the xenon  

• fast response & high light 
yield provide good resolutions 
of E, time, position 

• kept at 165K by 200W pulse-
tube refrigerator 

• gas/liquid circulation system 
to purify xenon to remove 
contaminants

3.2. Detector 35

3.2.2 The Gamma-ray Detector

The gamma-ray detector is undoubtedly the most innovative and challenging part of the
experiment. Its performance is crucial for a successful search for the µ+ → e+γ decay. We
use a gamma-ray detector of a 900 liter homogeneous volume of liquid xenon (LXe). It
is placed just outside of the COBRA magnet. Gamma rays that penetrated the positron
spectrometer enter the detector. They interact with LXe and generate scintillation light.
The scintillation light is collected by a number of photomultipliers (PMT) surrounding
the active volume of LXe to measure the total energy released by the incident gamma ray
as well as the position and time of its first interaction. A conceptual figure of the gamma-
ray detector is shown in Figure 3.21. Sometimes multiple gamma rays enter the detector
and are measured at the same time in a high rate of low-energy gamma-ray background
since the detector consists of a large volume without any segmentation. Nevertheless,
we can handle those pileup events correctly because the image of the light distribution
from a large number of PMTs enables us to identify and unfold those multiple events. In
addition, the time distribution and waveform can also be used to identify pileup events.

The R&D works, performance of prototype detector, design and construction of final
detectors are described in detail in [46],[47].

Figure 3.21: Conceptual figure of LXe gamma-ray detector.

2.7t Liquid Xenon Photon Detector
High resolution detector



Drift Chambers

• 16 radially aligned 
modules, each consists 
of two staggered layers 
of wire planes 

• 12.5um thick cathode 
foils with a Vernier 
pattern structure 

• He:ethane = 50:50 
differential pressure 
control to COBRA He 
environment 

• ~2.0 x 10-3 X0 along the 
positron trajectory 

filled with He inside COBRA



BG Eγ spectrum

Teγ resolution

Blind & Likelihood Analysis
• Blind analysis  

• Optimization of 
analysis and BG study 
are done in sidebands

Blin
d r

eg
ion

(Eγ, Ee, Teγ, θeγ, φeγ)

PDFs mostly from data 
accidental BG: side bands 
signal: measured resolution 
radiative BG: theory + resolution

→ signal, acc BG, RD BG



a few examples of events 
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muon (gμ-2) anomaly

Given that both ‘i ! ‘j! and !a" ! "g" # gSM" $=2 are
generated by dipole operators, it is natural to establish a
link between them. To this purpose, we recall the dominant
contribution to !a" is also provided by the chargino
exchange and can be written as
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with gc2"x; y$ defined as fc2"x; y$ in terms of
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It is then straightforward to deduce the relation
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To understand the relative size of the correlation, in the
limit of degenerate SUSY spectrum we get
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A more detailed analysis of the stringent correlation be-

tween the ‘i ! ‘j! transitions and !a" in our scenario is
illustrated in Fig. 6. Since the loop functions for the two
processes are not identical, the correlation is not exactly a
line; however, it is clear that the two observables are
closely connected. We stress that the numerical results
shown in Fig. 6 have been obtained using the exact for-
mulas reported in Ref. [41] for the supersymmetric con-
tributions to both B"‘i ! ‘j!$ and !a" (the simplified
results in the mass-insertion approximations in Eqs. (15)–
(19) have been shown only for the sake of clarity). The
inner dark-gray (red) areas are the regions where the
B-physics constraints are fulfilled. In our scenario the
B-physics constraints put a lower bound on MH and there-
fore, through the funnel-region relation, also on M1;2 (see
Figs. 3 and 4). As a result, the allowed ranges for !a" and
B"‘i ! ‘j!$ are correspondingly lowered. A complemen-
tary illustration of the interplay of B-physics observables,
dark-matter constraints, !a", and LFV rates—within our
scenario—is shown in Fig. 7.9

The normalization j'12
LLj ! 10#4 used in Figs. 6 and 7

corresponds to the central value in Eq. (14) for c& ! 1 and
M&R

! 1012 GeV. This normalization can be regarded as a
rather natural (or even pessimistic) choice.10 As can be

FIG. 6 (color online). Expectations for B"" ! e!$ and B"( ! "!$ vs !a" ! "g" # gSM" $=2, assuming j'12
LLj ! 10#4 and j'23

LLj !
10#2. The plots have been obtained employing the following ranges: 300 GeV * M~‘ * 600 GeV, 200 GeV * M2 * 1000 GeV,
500 GeV * " * 1000 GeV, 10 * tan% * 50, and setting AU ! #1 TeV, M~q ! 1:5 TeV. Moreover, the GUT relations M2 ' 2M1

and M3 ' 6M1 are assumed. The inner (red) areas correspond to points within the funnel region which satisfy the B-physics
constraints listed in Sec. III B [B"Bs ! "%"#$< 8& 10#8, 1:01<RBs! < 1:24, 0:8<RB(& < 0:9, !MBs

! 17:35+ 0:25 ps#1].

9For comparison, a detailed study of LFV transitions imposing
dark-matter constraints—within the constrained MSSM with
right-handed neutrinos—can be found in Ref. [42].

10For M&R
, 1012 GeV other sources of LFV, such as the

quark-induced terms in grand unified theories cannot be ne-
glected [43]. As a result, in many realistic scenarios it is not
easy to suppress LFV entries in the slepton mass matrices below
the 10#4 level [38].

FLAVOR PHYSICS AT LARGE TAN % WITH A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 75, 115019 (2007)

115019-9

G.Isidori et al. PRD75, 115019

muon’s anomalous magnetic moment

|δ LL
12 |= 10−4 assumed



muon (gμ-2) anomaly

Given that both ‘i ! ‘j! and !a" ! "g" # gSM" $=2 are
generated by dipole operators, it is natural to establish a
link between them. To this purpose, we recall the dominant
contribution to !a" is also provided by the chargino
exchange and can be written as
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A more detailed analysis of the stringent correlation be-

tween the ‘i ! ‘j! transitions and !a" in our scenario is
illustrated in Fig. 6. Since the loop functions for the two
processes are not identical, the correlation is not exactly a
line; however, it is clear that the two observables are
closely connected. We stress that the numerical results
shown in Fig. 6 have been obtained using the exact for-
mulas reported in Ref. [41] for the supersymmetric con-
tributions to both B"‘i ! ‘j!$ and !a" (the simplified
results in the mass-insertion approximations in Eqs. (15)–
(19) have been shown only for the sake of clarity). The
inner dark-gray (red) areas are the regions where the
B-physics constraints are fulfilled. In our scenario the
B-physics constraints put a lower bound on MH and there-
fore, through the funnel-region relation, also on M1;2 (see
Figs. 3 and 4). As a result, the allowed ranges for !a" and
B"‘i ! ‘j!$ are correspondingly lowered. A complemen-
tary illustration of the interplay of B-physics observables,
dark-matter constraints, !a", and LFV rates—within our
scenario—is shown in Fig. 7.9

The normalization j'12
LLj ! 10#4 used in Figs. 6 and 7

corresponds to the central value in Eq. (14) for c& ! 1 and
M&R

! 1012 GeV. This normalization can be regarded as a
rather natural (or even pessimistic) choice.10 As can be

FIG. 6 (color online). Expectations for B"" ! e!$ and B"( ! "!$ vs !a" ! "g" # gSM" $=2, assuming j'12
LLj ! 10#4 and j'23

LLj !
10#2. The plots have been obtained employing the following ranges: 300 GeV * M~‘ * 600 GeV, 200 GeV * M2 * 1000 GeV,
500 GeV * " * 1000 GeV, 10 * tan% * 50, and setting AU ! #1 TeV, M~q ! 1:5 TeV. Moreover, the GUT relations M2 ' 2M1

and M3 ' 6M1 are assumed. The inner (red) areas correspond to points within the funnel region which satisfy the B-physics
constraints listed in Sec. III B [B"Bs ! "%"#$< 8& 10#8, 1:01<RBs! < 1:24, 0:8<RB(& < 0:9, !MBs

! 17:35+ 0:25 ps#1].

9For comparison, a detailed study of LFV transitions imposing
dark-matter constraints—within the constrained MSSM with
right-handed neutrinos—can be found in Ref. [42].

10For M&R
, 1012 GeV other sources of LFV, such as the

quark-induced terms in grand unified theories cannot be ne-
glected [43]. As a result, in many realistic scenarios it is not
easy to suppress LFV entries in the slepton mass matrices below
the 10#4 level [38].
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MEG II to start in 2016
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single-volume  
small-cell He-based

30ps resolution 
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intensity

further reduction 
of radiative BG

x2 resolution everywhere
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XI. FINAL SENSITIVITY

The evaluation of the upgraded MEG experiment sensitivity is obtained by using the maximum likelihood analysis technique
developed to extract the upper limit (UL) at 90% CL on the BR(µ ! e�) in MEG data analysis [1]. This technique is more
e�cient and reliable than a simple box analysis, since all types of background are correctly folded in the global likelihood
function and taken into account with their own statistical weight.

An ensemble of simulated experiments (toy MC) is created from the probability density functions (PDF) describing the signal
shapes and the background distributions for the photon energy (E�), positron energy (Ee+ ), relative timing and relative angles.
The enhanced precision of all upgraded detectors allows a much better separation of the signal from the background and re-
duces significantly the spill of the gamma and positron background distributions into the signal region, which is mainly due to
experimental resolution e↵ects. With a much lower accidental background in the new detector, the muon stopping rate can be
higher than the present one: optimization studies are under way, but a muon stopping rate of at least 5.5 ⇥ 107 is envisaged. The
increased muon stopping rate and the enhanced resolutions are taken into account in estimating the number and the distributions
of background events expected in the upgraded experiment.

A representative scenario for detector resolutions and e�ciencies is summarized in Tab. VIII and compared with present MEG
performances. The e�ciency of the positron reconstruction is highly improved with respect to the current MEG detector, thanks
to the high e�ciency of the tracking system (close to 1) and to the optimized relative position of the tracker and the Timing
Counter.

TABLE VIII: Resolution (Gaussian �) and e�ciencies for MEG upgrade

PDF parameters Present MEG Upgrade scenario

�Ee+
(keV) 380 110

e+ �✓ (mrad) 9 5
e+ �� (mrad) 11 5
e+ �Z / �Y (core) (mm) 2.0/1.0 1.2/0.7
�E�
E�

(%) w>2 cm 1.6 1.0

� position at LXe �(u,v)-�w (mm) 4 2
�-e+ timing (ps) 120 80
E�ciency (%)
trigger ⇡ 99 ⇡ 99
� reconstruction 60 60
e+ reconstruction 40 95
event selection 80 85

As an example we show in Fig. 63 the E� PDF for signal and accidental background events, as simulated in toy MC. The
expected improvement for the upgrade scenario is visible in comparing these PDF (in blue) with the 2010 MEG data PDF
(in black). In the E� background PDF various contributions are taken into account: radiative muon decay (RMD), photons
from positron annihilation in flight (AIF), or from bremsstrahlung on materials in the detector, pile-up events and resolution
e↵ects. The new configuration of the cylindrical drift chamber, with a smaller amount of material close to the electromagnetic
calorimeter, reduces the AIF contribution, which is dominant for photon energies > 52 MeV, of about 20% with respect to the
present MEG detector. The combined e↵ect of the increased resolution and of the lower high energy background is clearly
visible in the right side of Fig. 63.

The toy MCs are generated assuming zero signal events and an average number of radiative and accidental events obtained
by extrapolating the previous years results and taking into account the new detector performances. The number of radiative and
accidental events is then left free to fluctuate, according to Poisson statistics. All toy MCs are fit with the likelihood analysis
procedure and an UL on the number of signal events is determined for each of them; this value is then converted to an UL on
BR(µ ! e�) by using the appropriate normalization factor. We define as sensitivity the median of the distribution of the UL
obtained on the toy MCs.

In Fig. 64 we show the evolution of the sensitivity as a function of the DAQ time (in weeks). With a muon stopping rate
on target of 5.5 ⇥ 107 per second and a target thickness of 140 µm and assuming 180 DAQ days per year, we can reach a final
sensitivity of (5 ÷ 6) ⇥ 10�14 in 3 years of running. We note that this result can be regarded as conservative since the number
of DAQ days per year could be even higher, if the detector start-up procedures are fast (⇠ 2 ÷ 3 weeks per year). Moreover,
we are considering an active shield against accidental background of a gamma-ray from RMD and a Michel positron, which
could identify 70% of this background. Further studies are needed to take into account the compatibility with the upgrade beam
configuration.
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Develop a more efficient muon beamline 
 

J. Miller, BU - Lepton Moments 10 

Solenoidal B field confines soft pions. Collect their decay muons. 
Mu2e: > few x 1010 Hz stopped muons from only 8 kW of beam of protons 

Experimental Concept
• Graded-field solenoid 

to collect pions w/ 103 
times higher muon 
intensity (~1011/sec) 

• Curved solenoid to 
transport and select 
low energy negative 
muons

Mu2e in a Nutshell 

• Generate pulsed beam of low energy negative muons 
• Stop the muons in material; muons settle in 1S state  
• Wait for prompt backgrounds to disappear 
• Measure the electron spectrum 
• Look for the monoenergetic conversion electron (For 

Aluminum Ee ~105 MeV) N e N +  +

11 J. Miller, BU - Lepton Moments 

• Short pulsed beam that 
matches capture lifetime 

• Data taken in a delayed time 
window to avoid beam-related 
BG 

• “beam extinction”
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Figure 5
Layout of the Muon Electron Conversion (MECO) experiment. Used with permission of proponents of
MECO.

There are various beam-related backgrounds caused by beam contaminants, specifically pions.
The most significant of these is radiative pion capture, wherein pions may be radiatively captured
by the target nuclei, emitting γ rays that subsequently convert into electrons.

The SINDRUM II experiment at PSI, which has set the most stringent upper limits of 7×10−13

on µ−Au → e−Au (15), has reduced the pion contamination with an 8-mm-thick CH2 moderator
for a 52-MeV/c beam, where pions have half the range of muons. The main background arises
from electrons from radiative pion capture in the degrader or pion decays in flight, which scatter
in the target to mimic the signal. They show a time correlation with the cyclotron rf time structure
and are thus separated.

The MECO (Muon Electron Conversion) experiment (39) was proposed at Brookhaven
National Laboratory to search for µ−Al → e−Al at a sensitivity below 10−16. Its schematic
layout is shown in Figure 5. The experimental design of MECO is based on three key concepts:

1. The use of a graded-field solenoid to collect pions, which leads to a 1000-fold increase in
muon intensity (to 1011 s−1) over the previous experiment. This idea was originally proposed
for a Russian experiment at the Moscow Meson Factory (40).

2. A short-pulsed proton beam extracted with a time interval that matches the muon capture
lifetime (approximately 0.9 µs for Al target). To avoid beam-related background, data are
taken in a delayed time window after the beam pulse, when all the backgrounds have fallen
off. No proton should exist during the delayed time window at the level of 10−9 (beam
extinction).

3. A curved solenoid selects and transports the low-energy negative muons to the stopping
targets with a high transmission probability.
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Schedule 
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COMET Phase-I

• Staged approach 

• Phase-I 10-14 sensitivity, 3.2kW 90 days DAQ in 2017 +BG study 

• Phase-II 10-16 sensitivity, 56kW 1 year DAQ around 2020



COMET Status
Oct 2014

proton 
beam

primary beam 
line & beam dump

Exp. area

Facility construction

Beamline installation

SC coil winding

Detector R&D and Construction

CDC prototype

straw tracker

LYSO calorimeter



Mu3e - Enabling Technology
• No experiment since ~a 

quarter century 

• Precision reconstruction of 
3-body decay μ→3e in high 
rate environment of 2x109 
muons/sec sounds 
daunting. 

• Scattering & E loss 
dominate — Minimum 
material required for O(10 
MeV) tracking. 

• HV-MAPS: < 50μm possible, 
Advanced R&D underway

Niklaus Berger – Lepton Moments 2014 – Slide 21

2 Billion Muon Decays/s
50 ns, 1 Tesla field

Niklaus Berger – Lepton Moments 2014 – Slide 31

Niklaus Berger – Lepton Moments 2014 – Slide 23

High voltage monolithic active pixel  
sensors

• Use a high voltage commercial  
process (automotive industry)

• Small active region, fast charge  
collection via drift

• Implement logic directly in N-well in the 
pixel - smart diode array

• Can be thinned down to < 50 μm

• Logic on chip: Output are  
zero-suppressed hit addresses and  
timestamps  
 
(I.Peric, P. Fischer et al., NIM A 582 (2007) 876 )

Fast and thin sensors: HV-MAPS

P-substrate

N-well

Particle

E field



Staged Program

Niklaus Berger – Lepton Moments 2014 – Slide 59

Sensitivity

Phase IA: Starting 2016 
2∙107 μ/s

Target

Inner pixel layers

Outer pixel layers

μ Beam

Niklaus Berger – Lepton Moments 2014 – Slide 59

Sensitivity

Phase IA: Starting 2016 
2∙107 μ/s

Target

Inner pixel layers

Outer pixel layers

μ Beam

Niklaus Berger – Lepton Moments 2014 – Slide 60

Target

Inner pixel layers

Scintillating fibres

Outer pixel layers

Recurl pixel layers

Scintillator tiles

μ Beam

Sensitivity

Phase IB: 2017+ 
1∙108 μ/s

Niklaus Berger – Lepton Moments 2014 – Slide 61

Sensitivity

Phase II: 2019+ 
New Beam Line 
2∙109 μ/s

Target

Inner pixel layers

Scintillating fibres

Outer pixel layers

Recurl pixel layers

Scintillator tiles

μ Beam

HiMB required > 2019

πE5 beamline

πE5 beamline

Eventual goal of 10-16



HiMB	  project	  @PSI
● Next	  generation	  High intensity Muon Beam project	  

p Extract	  muon	  produced	  at	  the	  target	  of	    
spallation	  neutron	  (SINQ)	  

p in	  excess	  of	  O(1010) surface	  μ+/s	  

p Feasibility	  study	  going	  on	  
pOperation	  not	  before	  2019

proton
muon

• A must for Mu3e to achieve 10-16 
• An opportunity for “MEG III” for O(10-15) μ→eγ ? 

• A preliminary study is underway.  
• A design used in a Snowmass study (arXiv1309.7679)  

does not seem feasible → Needs a much better design!
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MEG(2013)
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7×10-13 

MEG
5.7×10-13 

“μ→eγ”-equiv BRs

Great opportunities 
for discovery 

in next decade



Beyond Mu2e/COMET
• μ→eγ experiment for O(10-15) at HiMB (PSI) ? 

• Needs a clever experimental design based on new 
technology 

• μ→3e needs a higher intensity source than HiMB 

• Mu3e-type experiment still feasible? 

• μ→e conversion experiments have a potential for a higher 
sensitivity if a higher intensity muon source becomes available. 

• Perhaps better to think after looking at what will happen at 
Mu2e/COMET



Summary
• No cLFV / EDM has been found yet. 

• A great progress in electron EDM: de < 8.7×10-29 @90% C.L. 

• Further improvement expected 

• Other EDM searches continue to move ahead 

• MEG /MEG II leading cLFV: BR(μ→eγ) < 5.7×10-13 @90% C.L. 

• Final MEG result (x2 statistics) by end of this year 

• A full lineup of cLFV experiments in next decade:  
   MEG II / DeeMe / Mu3e / COMET / Mu2e   

• Stay tuned for the outcome of the new Muon g-2 experiments  

• Great opportunities for Discoveries waiting ahead 
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